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Type of Material: Manuscript Materials

Physical Description: 0.9 linear feet housed in 1 box


Restrictions: All materials in this collection are subject to standard national and international copyright laws. Center staff are also able to assist with copyright questions for this material.

Provenance and Acquisition Information: A member of the College of Media and Entertainment Dean’s Office brought this collection to the Center for Popular Music on January 17, 2019. The materials in this collection were found in CME Room 104 while staff were cleaning out the room.

Arrangement: The original arrangement scheme for the scrapbook was maintained during processing where possible. Some items were organized and moved for ease of access where no apparent organization was available.

Subject/Index Terms: ARMS, Association of Recording Management Students, MTSU Student Organizations, MTSU College of Media & Entertainment
Agency History/Biographical Sketch:
The Association of Recording Management Students (ARMS) was a student organization on MTSU campus that allowed students to work closely with industry organizations such as the Country Music Association, the Organization of Country Radio Broadcasters, and the Nashville Entertainment Association. ARMS members were able to aid these organizations with their national seminars and programs held annually in Nashville. ARMS was created in 1974 to facilitate interactions between Recording Industry students and the professional music industry.

Scope and Content:
This collection includes a scrapbook focusing on the MTSU student organization ARMS, which stands for the Association of Recording Management Students. It is unknown who created the scrapbook and when, but there are dated photographs and letters on the scrapbook. There are some materials that came in the same donation that were separated from the scrapbook, but none of these materials relate to the scrapbook.

Collection Contents (Folder/Box List):

Box # Folder # Description
Box 1 ARMS Scrapbook [Contains photographs and other memorabilia from events hosted, attended, and helped by members of the ARMS organization]

Notes:
Although it is unknown who created this scrapbook there are several names that appear throughout that were involved in or with ARMS. These names include: Mike Molinar, Brandy Moore, Jason Sellers, JR Arostegui, Stacey Wood, Megan Wooten, Byron Hill, Dean Sams, Tom Wurth, Jessica Andrews, Beth [Unknown Last Name], Dr. Rich Barnet, Greg Loudin, Beth Lunar, Brian Willis, Jerry Slone, Nancy Broadway, Cheryl Horkoff, Toni Solie, Beverly Worley, Gabriel Aviles, Stephen Tharp, Erin Edwards, Steven B. Schnoor, Autumn Jessee, Lisa Morton, Kevin Effert, Cammie Sperry, Christina Carlisle, Stacy Smith, Jennifer Uhl, and Spencer Secoy.

Location:
All manuscript materials are located in the special collections storage area filed by accession number.

Related Materials:
Special collection sheet music, performance documents, trade catalogs, photographs, sound recordings, rare books, and reading room materials related to the subjects of this collection are also held by the Center and searchable through the CPM website database or MTSU Walker Library catalog. Some of the collections housed at the CPM that might be related to the subject of this scrapbook include the Press Kit Collection, the Alan L. Mayor Collection, the Country Music Association, and the Recording Industry Management Lecture Series Video Tapes.
The Albert Gore Research Center on MTSU campus houses the Middle Tennessee State University archives and has other collections related to campus events, professors and student organizations.
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